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Penetration of wind-generated near-inertial waves into a turbulent ocean
OLIVIER ASSELIN∗ AND WILLIAM R. YOUNG
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California San Diego, La Jolla, USA
ABSTRACT
An idealized storm scenario is examined in which a wind-generated inertial wave interacts with a turbulent
baroclinic quasi-geostrophic flow. The flow is initialized by spinning up a Eady model with a realistic strat-
ification profile. The storm is modeled as an initial value problem for a mixed-layer confined, horizontally-
uniform inertial oscillation. The primordial inertial oscillation then evolves under the effects of advection,
refraction, dispersion and dissipation. Waves feedback onto the flow by modifying its potential vorticity. In
the first few days, refraction dominates and wave energy is attracted (repelled) by regions of negative (pos-
itive) vorticity. Wave energy is subsequently drained down anticyclonic pipes. This drainage halts as wave
energy encounters weakening vorticity. After a week or two, wave energy accumulates at the bottom of nega-
tive vorticity features, i.e. along filamentary structures at shallow depths and in larger anticyclones at greater
depths. Wave feedback tends to weaken vortices and thus slow down wave penetration. This effect, however,
is found to be weak even for vigorous storms.
1. Introduction
Near-inertial waves comprise half of the energy and
most of the vertical shear of the ocean internal wave
spectrum (Ferrari and Wunsch 2009). These waves most
strikingly manifest as near-circular surface drifter orbits
(D’Asaro et al. 1995) and as a ubiquitous spectral peak
in moored current profiler records (Webster 1968; Fu
1981; Alford et al. 2016). Because of their large ver-
tical shear, near-inertial waves are thought to be major
drivers of upper-ocean mixing (Lueck and Osborn 1986;
Kunze et al. 1995).
Near-inertial waves originate in the ocean mixed layer
with the 1000km horizontal scale characteristic of atmo-
spheric storms (Pollard 1980; D’Asaro et al. 1995). Were
these waves to preserve this large initial horizontal scale,
there would never be significant penetration — or contri-
bution to mixing — below the mixed layer (Gill 1984). If
the wave frequency is close to the Coriolis frequency f ,
then vertical group velocity is
czg ≈ Bu f/m , (1)
where m is the vertical wavenumber. The Burger number
in (1) is Bu = (Nk/ fm)2, with k the horizontal wavenum-
ber, and N the buoyancy frequency. With N/ f ∼ 100,
k−1 ∼ 106m and m−1 ∼ 100m, the Burger number is of
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order 10−4. At mid-latitudes f ∼ 10−4s−1 and the time re-
quired to propagate vertically through a distance of 100m
is about three years. Unless there is a reduction of the hor-
izontal scale from the 1000km generation scale, vertical
propagation of near-inertial waves is glacially slow.
A main outcome of the Ocean Storms Experiment was
observational evidence that the latitudinal variation of the
Coriolis frequency — the β -effect — leads to a system-
atic reduction of the horizontal scale of near-inertial waves
(D’Asaro et al. 1995). The primordial inertial wave oscil-
lates at different frequencies in its southmost and north-
most regions, which results in a de-phasing of the initially-
uniform orbits. The de-phasing increases with time and so
produces an ever smaller meridional wavelength, resulting
in significant vertical propagation of near-inertial waves
(D’Asaro 1989).
These observations, however, were made in a region
with weak mesoscale variability (D’Asaro 1995). In fact,
atmospheric storm tracks (and thus near-inertial energy)
largely coincide with regions of strong mesoscale vari-
ability (Zhai et al. 2005). In addition to the β -effect,
mesoscale vorticity has long been hypothesized to cause
local frequency shifts analog to the β -effect (Mooers
1975a,b; Kunze 1985). These theoretical works predict
that vertical vorticity of mesoscale and sub-mesoscale ed-
dies, ζ , shifts the local inertial frequency by ζ/2. Gradi-
ents of eddy vorticity are at least an order of magnitude
larger than the β -effect (Van Meurs 1998). Thus the ζ/2
frequency shift might be more important than β in reduc-
ing horizontal scales and accelerating vertical propagation.
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Argo float data shows that both the amplitude of the sea-
sonal cycle of diapycnal mixing and the response to in-
creases in the wind energy flux are larger in regions with
an energetic eddy field (Whalen et al. 2012, 2018).
Theory predicts that the eddy field imprints its hor-
izontal scale (roughly 10 to 100 km) onto the wave
field through refraction. However, early theoretical stud-
ies were largely based on the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin
(WKB) assumption that the spatial scale of the waves
is much less than that of the mesoscale flow. This
scale-separation assumption is strongly violated by freshly
generated near-inertial waves. Young and Jelloul (1997)
(henceforth, YBJ) developed a model that does not rely
on the WKB approximation. Instead, YBJ relies on the
time-scale separation between the slow mesoscale and fast
near-inertial waves and makes use of a phase average to
remove the fast inertial oscillation and expose the slow
evolution of the back-rotated near-inertial wave velocity.
YBJ also predicts that eddy vorticity shifts the local in-
ertial frequency by a factor ζ/2, thereby confirming the
WKB prediction.
The YBJ model has first been employed to probe the
enhanced propagation of near-inertial waves due to sim-
ple vorticity distributions (Balmforth et al. 1998), the β -
effect (Moehlis and Llewellyn Smith 2001) or both simul-
taneously (Balmforth and Young 1999). Llewellyn Smith
(1999) used the YBJ model to calculate the trapped
near-inertial modes of a barotropic axisymmetric vor-
tex. Klein and Smith (2001) and Klein et al. (2004) ex-
plored the dispersion of near-inertial waves by a fully
turbulent barotropic quasi-gestrophic flow. Decomposi-
tion of the wave field into vertical normal modes proved
useful to distinguish between trapping and dispersive
regimes. Danioux et al. (2008) employed a primitive-
equation model to study the three-dimensional propa-
gation of wind-generated near-inertial waves. The be-
havior of shear-containing modes was successfully cap-
tured by the YBJ model. These authors also re-
ported a deep maximum of vertical velocity with fre-
quency 2 f which they further investigated in subsequent
works (Danioux and Klein 2008; Danioux et al. 2011);
see Wagner and Young (2016) for a model that includes
the nonlinearly generated 2 f -harmonic.
The original YBJ model describes the passive distor-
tion of near-inertial waves due to advection and refrac-
tion by a balanced flow. Xie and Vanneste (2015) de-
rived a fully coupled model in which strong near-inertial
waves may feedback onto the balanced flow by modifying
its potential vorticity; see also Wagner and Young (2015,
2016) and Salmon (2016). Rocha et al. (2018) employed
this model to investigate energy exchanges between near-
inertial waves and barotropic flows. In absence of flow
vertical shear, waves have a fixed vertical wavelength
and the wave capture mechanism of Bu¨hler and McIntyre
(2005) does not function. Instead, waves propagate out of
straining regions and this wave escape prevents efficient
transfer of energy.
In this paper we explore how turbulent eddies facilitate
the penetration of wind-generated energy into the ocean
interior. We consider an idealized storm scenario in which
an inertial wave initially confined to the mixed layer in-
teracts with turbulent baroclinic quasi-geostrophic eddies.
These eddies are initialized by spinning up a Eady model
with a realistic stratification profile (section 2). The sub-
sequent coupled evolution of quasi-geostrophic eddies and
near-inertial waves is represented with a novel QG-NIW
model (section 3). Wave evolution is governed by the
YBJ+ model (Asselin and Young 2019), a higher-order
and numerically-docile version of the YBJ model. Waves
also feedback onto the balanced flow by modifying the po-
tential vorticity (Xie and Vanneste 2015). The simulations
reported here are the first integrations of a YBJ-like sys-
tem coupled with a baroclinic flow. This combination pro-
vides a reduced description of vertical near-inertial propa-
gation into a quasi-geostrophic flow. The model captures
all relevant physical processes, with the notable exception
of mixing. The primitive equations are more realistic, but
the wave-eddy decomposition is then challenging and am-
biguous; the QG-NIW model has the advantage of rep-
resenting waves and eddies with distinct variables so that
the wave-eddy decomposition is hardwired. The QG-NIW
model thus provides an ideal platform to visualize both the
propagation of waves in the wake of a storm (section 4)
and the effects of waves on eddies (section 5). We assem-
ble our findings into a coherent narrative in section 6.
2. Problem setup
The numerical experiment has two phases: the flow
spin-up and the storm, during which waves are introduced.
The spin-up generates a realistic turbulent mesoscale flow
using the Eady model of baroclinic instability generalized
with a realistic stratification profile. Once the Eady solu-
tion reaches statistical stationarity, Eady forcing terms are
removed and the storm phase begins. The storm is mod-
eled as an initial value problem for the wave field. The
wave model is initialized with a horizontally-uniform in-
ertial oscillation in the mixed layer, which subsequently
evolves in the mature geostrophic flow. This section de-
scribes the initial condition used for the storm experiment.
a. Phase I: Setting up a turbulent mesoscale field
A generalized Eady model (Eady 1949) is employed to
generate a realistic mesoscale turbulence. Thus a steady
vertically-sheared geostrophic base flow is imposed:
Ψ =−U(z)y, (2)
where Ψ and U are the streamfunction and zonal velocity
of the base-state. Meridional and vertical components of
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FIG. 1. Left: Typical raw stratification profile (blue) observed dur-
ing the NISKINe pilot cruise, along with its 50-meter moving average
(black). The orange line is the skewed gaussian fit, (3), with parameters
outlined in table 1. Right: Base-state zonal velocity profile ensuring
zero potential vorticity gradient with the skewed Gaussian fit for strati-
fication.
the base-state velocity are zero. An Eady model is charac-
terized by a vanishing base-state potential vorticity gradi-
ent. This is achieved if the vertical shear is proportional to
the squared buoyancy frequency: U ′(z)∝N2(z). The clas-
sic Eady model is the special case with constant N2 and a
linearly sheared base-state velocity. Here instead, we use
observations from the Near-Inertial Shear and Kinetic En-
ergy Experiment (NISKINe) pilot cruise to set N2.
Figure 1 shows the raw observations (blue), the 50-
meter moving average (black) and the fit (red). The ob-
served profile is typical of the month of May in the North
Atlantic. There is a relatively well mixed layer in top 50-
100m overlaying a themocline that extends down to about
600-700m. Below the thermocline, the abyss has a con-
stant and relatively weak stratification down to the ocean
bottom, located at depth of 3km.
We fit the smoothed observed N2(z) profile with
N2fit = N
2
0 +N
2
1 e
−(z−z0)2/σ2
[
1+ erf
(
α(z− z0)
σ
√
2
)]
. (3)
Table 1 displays the values used for the fit. The abyssal
value of stratification, N20 , is calculated as the average
smoothed N2 below 1 km. The right panel of figure 1
shows the base-state velocity profile U(z). The magni-
tude of velocity U(z) (and corresponding shear) is a free
parameter. We adjust the amplitude of U(z) so that the
equilibrated eddy field has realistic properties, such as the
maximum sea-surface eddy velocity of about 25 cm s−1
obtained from both in-situ observations during the NISK-
INe cruise, and from geostrophic currents derived from
satellite altimetry (Bonjean and Lagerloef 2002). It is re-
markable that this level of eddy energy is produced with
TABLE 1. Fitting parameters for N2
Abyssal stratification N20 = 1.2927×10−6 s−2
Gaussian amplitude N21 = 6.4532×10−6 s−2
Gaussian location z0 =−77.1809 m
Width parameter σ = 309.6155 m
Skewness parameter α =−5.3384
the small mean velocity difference ∆U = 1cm s−1 indi-
cated in the right panel of figure 1.
The turbulent mesoscale field grows from the quasi-
geostrophic baroclinic instability of the base flow U(z).
This growth is eventually halted by the bottom friction
produced by a 60m-deep Ekman bottom layer. The spin-
up ends once the eddy energy reaches statistical station-
arity. At this point, we remove the energy-injecting base-
state to better isolate wave-eddy interactions.
Figure 2 displays the snapshots of the equilibrated
mesoscale field used as an initial condition for the storm
experiments. The surface flow is a realization of sur-
face quasi-geostrophic turbulence (Johnson 1978; Blumen
1978; Lapeyre 2017). Figure 2 shows secondary roll-
up of filaments (Held et al. 1995). Furthermore, the left
panel of figure 3 shows a shallow k−2 kinetic energy
spectrum at the sea-surface (Pierrehumbert et al. 1994)
which rapidly steepens and weakens with increasing depth
(Smith and Bernard 2013; Asselin et al. 2016, 2018). In
the bottom panels of figure 2, features with larger horizon-
tal scales have deeper vertical penetration scales. This is
consistent with surface quasi-geostrophic dynamics: fea-
tures with horizontal wavenumber k decays exponentially
with a vertical scale f/Nk (Tulloch and Smith 2006).
The right panel of figure 3 shows the vertical profile
of horizontally-averaged energy and vorticity for the ini-
tial condition. The vorticity and velocity fields decay
vertically within the first few hundred meters (only the
top 500m are shown, but the domain is 3km deep). The
vorticity-based root mean square (rms) Rossby number,
Ro = ζrms/ f , reaches up to about 0.14 at the surface,
which is comparable with the value of 0.10 in the simu-
lations of Danioux et al. (2008).
b. Phase II: Setting up a storm
Pollard and Millard (1970) found strong agreement be-
tween inertial currents from moored observations and
those calculated from a simple slab model of the mixed
layer. In this slab model, the mixed layer behaves as a har-
monic oscillator with a resonant frequency f (neglecting
the artificial damping term). Mid-latitude storms typically
have a strong inertial component (D’Asaro 1985) and thus
cause the mixed-layer to resonate at its natural frequency.
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FIG. 2. Flow initial condition for the storm experiment. Left: vertical relative vorticity normalized by the Coriolis frequency. Right: magnitude of
the geostrophic velocity. Up: surface view. Down: xz section of the top 500 meters taken along the horizontal line drawn in the top panels.
In our idealized scenario we assume that a passing
storm impulsively excites an inertial oscillation through-
out the mixed layer without influencing the geostrophic
flow. Such events have been reported during the Oceans
Storms Experiment — see, for instance, the second storm
analyzed in Dohan and Davis (2011). Atmospheric storms
have horizontal scales on the order of a thousand kilome-
ters, so we shall assume that the wind-generated inertial
oscillation is horizontally uniform in our 222 km × 222
km domain (about 2 degrees of longitude squared). As a
result, this idealized scenario can be translated into an ini-
tial value problem for the wave field, with an initial condi-
tion that is a horizontally-uniform, mixed-layer-confined
unidirectional current:
u= u0 e
−z2/σ2w , v= w= b= 0, (4)
where u,v,w and b are the wave velocities and buoyancy.
The parameter σw is a proxy to the mixed layer depth. The
initial wave field is given by (4) with σw = 50 m: see the
red curve of the right panel of figure 3. The storm strength
is mediated through the surface velocity, u0. Unless oth-
erwise specified, we use the typical value u0 = 10 cm s
−1.
The impact of storm strength is covered in section 5, where
we consider values ranging from u0 = 0 (equivalent to no
feedback) to 40 cm s−1.
3. The QG-NIW model
The previous section described the initial condi-
tion used for eddy and wave fields; here we cover
their subsequent evolution. In essence, the QG-NIW
model couples the YBJ+ equation for near-inertial waves
(Asselin and Young 2019) with the traditional quasi-
geostrophic (QG) equation:
∂tq+ J(ψ ,q) = Dq, (5)
∂tL
+A+ J(ψ ,L+A)+ i
2
△ψ L+A+ i f
2
△A= DL+A, (6)
where i=
√−1 is the imaginary unit, J(a,b)= axby−aybx
is the horizontal Jacobian, △ = ∂ 2x + ∂ 2y is the horizon-
tal Laplacian. In (6) we have introduced two frequently-
occurring operators,
L
def
=
∂
∂ z
(
f 2
N2
∂
∂ z
)
, and L+
def
= L+
1
4
△. (7)
The complex field A relates to the backrotated velocity
of the near-inertial wave field — see (8) below — while
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FIG. 3. Initial condition for the simulations. Left: horizontal-wavenumber eddy kinetic energy spectrum at various depths. Right: vertical profile
of eddy kinetic (EKE) and potential (EPE) energy, wave energy (WE, using u0 = 10 cm s
−1) and normalized root-mean-square (rms) vorticity.
ψ and q are the streamfunction and potential vorticity of
the balanced flow and D represents small-scale dissipative
processes.
a. Wave evolution
Wave evolution is dictated by the YBJ+ equation (6).
Reading terms from left to right, YBJ+ describes the evo-
lution of the near-inertial wave envelope due to advection,
refraction, dispersion and dissipation. In this framework
the horizontal wave velocities, u and v, are combined into
a single complex field A(x,y,z, t) with the fast inertial ro-
tation removed,
LA
def
= (u+ iv)ei f t . (8)
Since waves are assumed near-inertial, the wave enve-
lope (8) evolves slowly compared with the inertial pe-
riod. In the original YBJ model (Young and Jelloul 1997),
this wave envelope constitutes the prognostic variable
from which all wave fields can be derived (like q in
the QG system). In YBJ+ the prognostic variable em-
ploys the improved operator L+ instead of the original L
in (7). This tweak in the definition of the wave enve-
lope makes the physics more accurate and the numerics
more docile whilst maintaining ease of implementation
(Asselin and Young 2019).
b. Flow evolution
The evolution of the balanced flow is dictated by (5),
which is identical to the traditional quasi-geostrophic po-
tential vorticity equation (Charney 1948; Salmon 1998;
Vallis 2017). Here, however, ψ and q are defined as the
streamfunction and potential vorticity of the Lagrangian-
mean balanced flow (Xie and Vanneste 2015):
q=△ψ +Lψ + i
2 f
J(L+A∗,L+A)+
1
4 f
△|L+A|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
qw
, (9)
where A∗ is the complex conjugate of A. The first two
terms on the right-hand side of (9) are the usual rela-
tive vorticity and stretching terms. The other term, qw, is
the wave feedback onto the flow (Xie and Vanneste 2015;
Wagner and Young 2015). Compared with the regular QG
model, the inversion of q for ψ is trivially modified by
subtracting qw from q.
Xie and Vanneste (2015) showed that with strong waves
it is the Lagrangian-mean flow, not the Eulerian-mean
flow, that is in geostrophic balance. Thus ψ in (5), (6)
and (9) is a streamfunction for the Lagrangian velocity
and might be decorated with a superscript L. To lighten
the notation we have dropped this L.
The difference between the Lagrangian-mean and
Eulerian-mean flow variables — the Stokes correction —
scales like RoWE/EKE. The magnitude of this Stokes cor-
rection can be estimated by inspecting figure 3 in which
ζrms/ f is a Rossby number. With the standard value
u0 = 10 cm s
−1, we obtain a Stokes correction on the or-
der of 20%. This indicates that the Eulerian-mean and
Lagrangian-mean definitions do not differ qualitatively:
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flow variables may be interpreted as typical Eulerian-mean
quantities for our standard runs (all of section 4). For
storms strengths of 20 cm s−1 or more, however, the
Stokes “correction” may be as large as its Eulerian-mean
and Lagrangian-mean counterparts. We return briefly to
these strong storms in section 5.
Finally, note that (5) is devoid of forcing terms. The end
of the spin-up phase corresponds to eddy energy reaching
statistical equilibrium in absence of waves (e.g. figure 2).
At this point we remove the Eady terms: base-state ve-
locity, meridional gradients, and Ekman friction are set to
zero. The elimination of these sources and sinks of eddy
energy isolates the potential effect of near-inertial waves
on eddies (section 5).
c. Energetics
In the YBJ+ model, wave action and total energy are
equivalent (Asselin and Young 2019):
WE
def
= 1
2
|L+A|2. (10)
Upon multiplying the inviscid version of YBJ+ equation
(6) with L+A∗, adding the complex conjugate, and perform-
ing a volume average, we find:
d
dt
〈WE〉= 0, (11)
where brackets 〈〉 denote volume averaging. In the ab-
sence of dissipation and forcing, total wave energy is con-
served.
d. Numerical details
The QG and YBJ+ equations (5)-(6) are solved using
the same numerical methods. Both are pseudo-spectral in
the x and y directions, allowing horizontal derivatives to
be computed with spectral accuracy. The 2/3 rule is used
to remove aliased modes. Vertical derivatives are approx-
imated with second-order centered finite differences. The
resolution used is 5123. Since the domain is 222×222 km
in the horizontal and 3 km deep, this gives ∆x≈ 433 m and
∆z ≈ 6 m, uniformly spaced. Time integration is accom-
plished with the leap-frog scheme with weak time diffu-
sion (Asselin 1972). Dissipation occurs through a mixture
of horizontal diffusion and hyperdiffusion:
Dq = ν1△6q+ν2△2q, (12)
DL+A = ν1△6L+A, (13)
with ν1 = 3.2×1025 m12s−1 and ν2 = 9.5×103 m4s−1.
4. Wave propagation
We begin by looking at how eddies distort the wave
field and allow penetration into the ocean interior. We
found that the main storyline is not qualitatively affected
by the storm strength, nor even by wave feedback via qw in
(9). This section thus focusses on the standard case with
wave feedback and a wind storm of u0 = 10 cm/s. We
postpone our discussion of storm strength dependence and
wave feedback onto eddies to section 5.
a. Early refractive phase
Figure 4 shows snapshots of surface wave energy (WE)
and normalized vertical vorticity, ζ/ f , after 1, 2, 5, 10
and 20 days (from top to bottom). The eye is immediately
arrested by the rapid imprinting of the vorticity scales onto
the wave field, leading to a collapse of the near-inertial
wave horizontal scale.
This early refractive phase has been studied by
Klein et al. (2004). For an initially pure inertial wave
(horizontally-uniform amplitude and phase), the small-
time balance in (6) is
∂tLA≈− i2ζLA, (14)
where next-order YBJ+ corrections are omitted for conve-
nience. The early-time wave solution is therefore:
LA≈ LA0 e−
i
2
ζ t , (15)
where the 0 subscript denotes the horizontally-uniform
initial condition in (4). Let’s decompose the complex wave
envelope in terms of real-valued amplitude, R, and phase
θ : LA= Reiθ . Taking the absolute value of (15) indicates
that refraction leaves R unchanged. Instead, at early times,
refraction causes a shift in the wave phase:
θ ≈ θ0− 12ζ t. (16)
Using altimetry and surface drifter data, Elipot et al.
(2010) found that phase shifts approximately follow
−0.39ζ t , which is reasonably near to the refractive shift
predicted here (and by Kunze (1985) and others).
To obtain the evolution of the wave scale, one takes the
horizontal gradient of (16),
k
def
= ∇θ ≈− 1
2
∇ζ t. (17)
Thus, refraction leads to the reduction of the wave hor-
izontal scale: this is the essential ingredient that in-
creases the vertical group velocity resulting in propaga-
tion. Including dispersive effects, Klein et al. (2004) fur-
ther showed that the early-time amplitude of the near-
inertial wave distributes like the Laplacian of vorticity; see
also Klein and Treguier (1995). Note however that △ζ is
strongly anti-correlated with ζ (Elipot et al. 2010), which
explains the strong anticorrelation between wave energy
and vorticity evident at 1 day and 2 days in figure 4.
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FIG. 4. Time series of vorticity and total wave energy density at the surface. Horizontal lines indicate the location of vertical slices for figure 6.
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This attraction of wave energy into anticyclonic re-
gions, and repulsion from cyclonic regions, is a well-
known phenomenon, occurring both in realistic primitive-
equation models (Danioux et al. 2008) and observations
(Elipot et al. 2010). Explanations have been proposed re-
lying on the broadening of the allowable frequency band
in negative vorticity regions and subsequent trapping of
rays (Kunze 1985), appeals to the quantum analogy be-
tween energy wells and negative vorticity (Balmforth et al.
1998), and more recently, a conservation law of the YBJ
model that applies to near-inertial waves in a steady flows
(Danioux et al. 2015).
b. Later-time wave energy-vorticity correlation
Surface wave energy is repelled from cyclones and at-
tracted by anticyclones during the early-time refractive
phase. At longer time, however, the story is more com-
plicated. For instance, pick the negative (blue) and posi-
tive (red) vortices transected by the black line in figure 4.
In the early stage (1 and 2 days) these vortices are asso-
ciated with high (in the anticyclone) and low (in the cy-
clone) concentrations of WE. But at 5 days, WE is gone
from the negative vortex whereas the positive vortex has
drawn in some filaments of WE. Thus at 5 days, and at
the sea surface, there is more energy in the positive vortex
than in the negative. This is a result of vertical propaga-
tion: the WE initially focussed into the negative vortices
has gone downwards (further discussion below). At 10
days, the small amount of WE that remains at the sea sur-
face is mostly in the region of weak vorticity.
Figure 5 quantifies this evolution by displaying the av-
erage WE in different bins of surface vorticity, from strong
negative to strong positive (see the right panel for the vor-
ticity distribution and bin definitions). Early on, the more
negative vorticity is, the more WE concentrates in this
region. For the intermediate and strong positive regions
there is a rapid decline of energy. After about 5 days, it
is regions of weaker vorticity (and intermediate negative)
that retain most of the sea-surface WE; see also the bottom
panels of figure 4. These weak-vorticity regions are also
characterized by weak vorticity gradients which, accord-
ing to (17), are associated with a slower reduction of the
horizontal scale and thus slower vertical propagation.
Using inverse excess bandwidth of near-inertial peaks
in global drifter data, Elipot et al. (2010) estimated the av-
erage decay time of near-inertial waves at the surface as a
function of the flow vorticity. Consistent with our simula-
tions (in particular, figure 4), they found that decay time
is maximum for weaker vorticity, and it decreases faster
with increasing positive vorticity than negative vorticity.
Elipot et al. (2010) also report that, on average, more
surface wave energy populates anticyclonic than cyclonic
regions. The difference, however, is small — about a fac-
tor of two between the strongest positive and negative vor-
ticity regions, with a relatively flat response for weaker
vorticity (see their figure 15). This is consistent with a
time-average of the ζ -WE correlation in figure 5. Al-
though the refractive phase initially causes a strong con-
centration of WE into anticyclones — WE in strong neg-
ative vortices is up to a factor of five larger than WE in
strong positive vortices — the time-averaged surface cor-
relation is rapidly diluted by the vertical propagation of
waves into the ocean interior. We speculate that in statisti-
cal steady state, in which near-inertial waves are intermit-
tently forced by the passage of storms, the distribution of
WE will depend on the frequency of storms that re-initiate
the early-time refractive phase. In general, we expect the
time-averaged surface ζ -WE correlation to be much less
than predicted by ζ -refraction alone.
c. Inertial drainpipes
A main message of figure 4 is that WE vanishes rapidly
from the sea-surface. Most of this loss at the surface is, of
course, because WE radiates into the ocean interior. Fig-
ure 6 displays and (x,z) section of WE at a fixed y along
the black line overlaid on the vorticity plots in figure 4;
contours are overlaid to indicate regions of positive (solid)
and negative (dashed) vorticity.
The picture is clear: WE leaves regions of positive vor-
ticity within a day or two. This transfer is mostly lat-
eral (Kunze 1985; Balmforth et al. 1998; Lee and Niiler
1998). After 2 days there is significant downward
propagation of energy guided along the cores of anicy-
clonic (negative) vortices. Almost no subsurface WE
is found in cyclonic vortices. Anticyclones are wave
guides that drain WE downwards into the deeper ocean
(Balmforth et al. 1998; Lee and Niiler 1998; Zhai et al.
2005; Danioux et al. 2008). After 10 or 20 days, WE col-
lects at the bottom of anticyclones. Using ray tracing,
Kunze (1985) predicted this trapping of waves at the bot-
tom of anticyclones as they encounter a critical layer —
a region defined by vanishing vertical group velocity as
vorticity weakens. Wave trapping at the base of anticy-
clones has frequently been observed (Kunze and Sanford
1984; Kunze 1986; Oey et al. 2008; Joyce et al. 2013;
Martı´nez-Marrero et al. 2019; Kawaguchi et al. 2019).
Figure 7 shows horizontal cuts of ζ and WE at depths
of 50, 100, 200 meters after 10 days. As seen in figure 2,
vorticity features with larger horizontal scales penetrate to
greater depths. Like ζ , WE is seen in larger-scale fea-
tures at greater depths. Unlike ζ , however, large-scale
WE features are not seen at shallow depths: this is be-
cause WE collects at the bottom of anticyclones. For in-
stance, at 50 mWE is only evident in the smallest vortices
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and filaments, at 100 m WE is found only in intermediate-
scale features and at 200 mWE only occupies large anticy-
clonic cores. These observations provide further evidence
that waves get trapped at the bottom of vortices as these
weaken and form critical layers.
d. Mixing
As near-inertial waves propagate into the ocean inte-
rior, their vertical shear may come to exceed the stabiliza-
tion provided by background stratification. In this case
waves may break through shear instabilities and cause
mixing. However our wave model filters out these insta-
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FIG. 7. Vorticity and WE after 10 days at various depths.
bilities (Young and Jelloul 1997). The necessary condition
for instability may nevertheless be diagnosed from model
output.
Figure 8 shows vertical cuts of the inverse Richardson
number,
Ri−1 def=
1
2
u2z + v
2
z
N2
, (18)
which quantifies the relative stabilizing and destabilizing
contributions of stratification and vertical shear. Values of
4 or more (saturated red) indicate that shear instabilities
could occur, and thus provides a proxy to the presence of
mixing.
During first 10 days, mixing is mostly confined to the
top 100 m, in spite of significant wave energy present at
lower depths (compare with figure 6). This is because
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stratification is weaker near the surface (figure 1). After
20 days, mixing extends throughout the whole depth of
the large negative vortex. Overall, mixing is collocated
with wave energy — in anticyclones — echoing the ob-
servations of Lueck and Osborn (1986) and Kunze et al.
(1995).
e. Depth distribution of wave energy
So far, we have seen that wave energy rapidly leaves
the sea-surface (figure 4), and localized vertical cuts re-
vealed that at least some of this wave energy flows down-
wards through anticyclonic drainpipes (figure 6). We
conclude this section by quantifying the horizontally-
averaged depth distribution of wave energy.
The left panel of figure 9 shows the time evolution of
the depth partition of wave energy. Following the wave
initial condition, (4), over 90% of WE is initially located
in the upper 100 m. This energy is, however, rapidly
drained to depth. After 20 days, the upper 100 m retains
about only 20% of the WE, as is typical in observations
(D’Asaro et al. 1995; Elipot et al. 2010). Most of the en-
ergy is located in the top kilometer with about 5% in each
of the two bottom kilometers.
Recall from (11) that total wave energy is conserved in
the absence of forcing and dissipative processes. In this
initial value problem, loss of WE (top white region) may
thus only occur through diffusion operating at small hor-
izontal wave scales. After one month of evolution, about
20% of wave energy is dissipated. This contrasts the mi-
nuscule < 1% dissipative rates found in the wave escape
scenario of Rocha et al. (2018), signaling that escape is
less effective in a three-dimensional flow. This is not
surprising: in the two-dimensional model of Rocha et al.
(2018) the vertical wavelength of waves is fixed. This
leads to an increase of group velocity as waves are de-
formed by the flow. Here the vertical wavelength is not
fixed and wave capture (Bu¨hler and McIntyre 2005) may
occur. Over longer times scales, wave energy slowly ra-
diates vertically. Equipartition between the top, middle
and bottom kilometer bins necessitates about half a year
of evolution (not shown). By that time, about 70% of WE
is dissipated.
The right panel of figure 9 provides a more detailed
view of the WE vertical profile in the top 500 meters.
Again, WE is rapidly drained out of the mixed layer, but
vertical propagation stops at around 200 m, a depth com-
parable to that of the strongest vortices of the eddy field
(see lower panels of figure 2). This generalizes the intu-
ition obtained from localized vertical cuts (figure 6): wave
energy is drained down to the bottom of anticyclonic vor-
tices.
5. Wave feedback
So far we have seen that eddies distort the primordial
wind-generated inertial oscillation and guide wave energy
into the ocean interior along anticyclonic drainpipes. In
this simple scenario waves play a passive role: eddies are
indifferent to the presence of waves. The QG-NIW model,
however, includes a wave feedback term qw in (9). Does
this wave feedback mechanism play any role at all?
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The answer, of course, depends on the wind strength. In
the preceding calculations we have taken the initial wave
velocity u0 = 10 cm s
−1. In this case, although waves and
eddies are equally strong, the wave feedback onto eddies
is weak. The upper panels of figure 10 display surface
ζ and WE in a non-interacting control run (qw = 0, or
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equivalently, u0 = 0). Comparison with the middle pan-
els, which shows the same fields but for the standard 10
cm s−1 storm, indicates that wave feedback is negligible
at the sea-surface.
Wave feedback is more apparent if the initial wave ve-
locity u0 = 10 cm s
−1 is increased to 40 cm s−1 (bottom
panels of figure 10). Because qw is quadratic in the wave
amplitude, this increases the wave feedback by a factor
of 16. In this case wave feedback dampens vortices, es-
pecially smaller-scale cores and filaments. As a result,
refractive imprinting is coarser. Wave scales are thus re-
duced more gently, which slows their penetration into the
ocean interior. Thus more wave energy remains at the sur-
face after 10 days in the 40 cm s−1 storm.
Wave feedback is also visible at the bottom of anticy-
clones, where wave energy collects and eddies weaken.
Looking carefully at the vorticity cuts of figure 7, which
are from the standard 10 cm s−1 run after 10 days, one
may note the appearance of small-scale “grooves” with
increasing depth. These grooves are collocated with accu-
mulations of wave energy and are absent from simulations
with qw = 0 (not shown).
Figure 11 breaks down potential vorticity, q defined
in (9), into three constituents — relative vorticity (ζ ),
stretching (Lψ) and wave feedback (qw) — at the same
time and location of the lowest panels of figure 7. Note
that q is six orders of magnitude smaller than its three
components: q is the near-zero residual of the small per-
turbation used to seed the Eady spin-up (section 2). This
signals there is near-perfect cancellation between the three
components of q.
Also recall that the QG equation (5) expresses the con-
servation of potential vorticity, q. If q is small and smooth
initially — as is the case here — then it must remain so at
all times. As the wave field develops horizontal gradients,
qw becomes nonzero, and these changes must be compen-
sated by relative vorticity and stretching to conserve the
initial q. Because qw is comprised high-order derivatives
of the wave field, it promotes the small-scale features of
the wave field. It is the necessary cancellation of these
small-scale qw features that produces grooves in the vor-
ticity and stretching fields.
These arguments are not limited to the Eady model, for
which q is specially zero. Even if q is nonzero, QG dynam-
ics dictates that q is conserved such that the small-scale
features in qw must be canceled by relative vorticity and
stretching. A similar cancellation is seen in the turbulent
simulations of Rocha et al. (2018), for which q 6= 0.
Despite these interesting features, wave feedback has,
on the whole, a weak effect on wave propagation. When
horizontal averages are performed, the depth partition of
wave energy in figure 9 is qualitatively unchanged, even
for the vigorous 40 cm s−1 storm (not shown). Sufficiently
strong near-inertial waves do affect eddies through qw, but
not strongly enough to significantly alter the vertical prop-
agation of the waves.
6. Discussion
We have explored the penetration of wind-generated
near-inertial energy into a baroclinically turbulent ocean
using a novel, two-way coupled three-dimensional QG-
NIW model. Let’s now weave our findings into a narrative
of the fate of near-inertial waves in the wake of a storm.
First, atmospheric storms with an appreciable in-
ertial component (anticyclonic rotation near the local
Coriolis frequency) sweep by the ocean, and the im-
parted momentum rapidly homogenizes in the mixed-
layer, leading to the primordial slab-like inertial oscilla-
tion (Pollard and Millard 1970; Dohan and Davis 2011).
This initial wave has a horizontal scale comparable to that
of the storm, and thus its initial vertical propagation is
glacially slow (Gill 1984). During the first few days, how-
ever, ζ -refraction leads to a collapse of the wave scales
onto that of the vorticity field (Klein et al. 2004). Wave en-
ergy then fluxes into anticyclonic regions (Danioux et al.
2015). Anticyclones thereafter act as wave drains, guid-
ing wave energy and shear downwards into the ocean
interior (Lee and Niiler 1998), perhaps leading to mix-
ing (Kunze et al. 1995). These near-inertial drains termi-
nate as the surface-intensified baroclinic vortices weaken
at depth (Kunze 1985). Since the penetration depth of
mesoscale structures is overall proportional to their hori-
zontal scale (Lapeyre 2017), larger vortices penetrate more
deeply than smaller-scale filaments (figure 2). Wave en-
ergy flows down these drain pipes and stalls where they
terminate, so that horizontal cuts reveal wave energy dis-
tribution reminiscent of the terminating structures, with
larger horizontal scales as depth is increased (figure 7).
Near-inertial waves play a mostly passive role in this
narrative. Even for the most vigorous storm — corre-
sponding to surface wave energy an order of magnitude
larger than that of the balanced flow — the effect on wave
propagation is weak. Given the numerical burden imposed
by the high-derivative qw term, the uncoupled QG-NIW
model is a preferred option for efficiently examining wave
propagation.
In the simulations described here, wind-generated near-
inertial waves radiate out of the mixed-layer on the time
scale of a week or two: see figure 9. After a month,
the bulk (∼ 60%) of wave energy is between 100 and
1000m (corresponding to the termination depth of the vor-
tices) while 20% has escaped to below 1km depth. We
suspect, however, that these simulations overestimate the
amount of wave energy penetrating the ocean interior. In
these computations wave energy dissipates only through
horizontal diffusion. The QG-NIW model of section 3
does not represent shear instabilities unless a parametriza-
tion is supplied (not the case here). Shear instabilities
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would provide a sink of wave energy via turbulent mix-
ing (Lueck and Osborn 1986; Kunze et al. 1995). In fact,
several investigators argue that a significant amount of
near-inertial wave energy is lost to such turbulent mixing
in the mixed layer (Zhai et al. 2009; Jochum et al. 2013;
Soares and Richards 2013).
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